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1. INTRODUCTION 
The concept of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh in [13] and was later 
used by many other authors in various branches of Mathematics. Chang [I] 
used the idea of a fuzzy set to introduce fuzzy topological spaces. Several other 
authors continued the investigation of such spaces. The cencept of a fuzzy 
uniform space was given by Lowen in [6]. In this paper we will use fuzzy sets to 
define fuzzy proximity spaces and study some of their properties. To each such 
space corresponds a fuzzy topological space. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
In this section we will recall some of the definitions related to fuzzy sets, fuzzy 
topological spaces and fuzzy uniform spaces. 
Let X be a set and I the unit interval. A fuzzy set in X is an element of the 
set Ix of all functions p from X into I. If f is a function from X into Y and p E Ir, 
thenf-l(p) is the element of IX which is defined by f-r(p) (x) = p(f(x)). Also, 
for e E Ix, f(u) is the member of Iy defined by 
f(o)(y) = sup a(x) if f-r[y] is not empty 
aef-‘[Y] 
=o otherwise. 
A fuzzy topology on X is a subset a: of Ix such that 
(i) 0, 1 E oi 
(ii) If p, p E 01, then p A p E LY. 
(iii) If pi E a: for each i E A, then supieA pi E o(. 
A closure operator an Ir is a map p -+@ from 1x into Ix such that for all 
p, p in Ix we have 
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(1) P GEL 
(2) F = P 
-- 
(3) PvP=FvP 
(4) 0 = 0. 
Given a closure operator on Ix, the collection 
-_ 
(p: 1 - /& = 1 - CL] 
defines a fuzzy topology on X. 
Let p E Ix and p E Pxx. We define p(p) E Ix (see [7]) by 
CL(P) (4 = sup P(Y) A cL(Y! x). 
lJEX 
For p, v E Px, the composition pAv is defined by 
PA+, Y> = sup v(x, z) A CL@, y). 
.DZX 
A fuzzy uniformity on X is a subset 9 of lxxx such that 
(1) ~,vE%implies~hvE% 
(2) p >vE% implies pE@ 
(3) For every p E OZ! and every x E X we have &x, SZ) = 1 
(4) For every p E &, we have Jo E 4Z where p(x, y) = ~(y, x). 
(5) Given TV E & there exists v E ?& with VAV < p. 
A fuzzy uniformity S on X defines a fuzzy topology 7(e) by 
~(~)={I*E~r:gL(l -CL)= 1 -/q 
where, for p E Ix, I/(P) = infare% 01(p). An element 01 of % is called symmetric if 
ci = 01. It is clear that, for each OL E %, the (Y A 6 is symmetric. 
Let (X, or) and (Y, ~a) be two fuzzy topological spaces. A map f: X -+ Y is 
called continuous iff-l(p) E 7r for each p E ~a . If % and 9 are fuzzy uniformities 
on X and Y respectively, then a function f from X into Y is called uniformly 
continuous (with respect to % and 9) if, for each a E 9, the function (x, y) H 
cr(f(x),f(y)) is a member of a. 
The definition of the product of a family of fuzzy topological spaces is as 
defined in [12]. Finally, if A is a subset of X, the characteristic function of A will 
be denoted by xa . 
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3. FUZZY PROXIMITY SPACES 
Recall that a binary relation S on the power set of a set X is called a proximity 
on X if S satisfies the following axioms (see, for example, [g], page 7): 
(pr) A6B implies B6A 
(p2) (A u B) &I’ iff ASC or B&Z 
(pa) A6B implies A # O, B f ,D 
(~4) A8B . ~1 rm ies that there exists a subset E of X such that A8E and 
(X - E)8B. 
(ps) A n B -f Q implies A6B. 
Generalizing the notion in the case of fuzzy sets, we give the following definition 
of a fuzzy proximity space. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A binary relation S on Ix is called a fuzzy proximity if S 
satisfies the following axioms: 
(FPl) $5,~ implies pSp 
(FP2) (,u v p) SU iff ~SU or ,&a 
(FP3) pSp implies p # 0 and p # 0 
(FR4) p8p implies that there exists a 0 ~1~ such that $D and (1 - u) 8p 
(FP5) p A p # 0 implies pap. 
The pair (X, 6) is called a fuzzy procimity space. 
We get easily the following Lemma. 
(3.2) LEMMA. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space. Then: 
(1) If $P, CL1 2 PY PI 3 P! G&w dP1 
(2) pSp for each p # 0 
(3) pa1 isfp # 0. 
Let now S be a fuzzy proximity on X. For p fix, we define 
j-i = I - SUP{~ EIx: p8p}. 
Then, we have the following 
(3.3) THEOREM. Let (X, S) be a fuzzy proximity space. Then the map p -ii 
is a closure operator on Ix. Therefore, the collection 
--- 
T(s)={pEIX:l-p=l-p) 
is a fuzzy topology on X. 
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Proof. (a) p <p. 
In fact, let .2: E S. If p$, then p A p =m 0 and hence either p(.z’) = 0 or p(x) = 0. 
In both cases we have p(x) < 1 - p(x). Thus 
which shows that C;(x) > p(x). 
(b) ,Z = F. 
For this, it suffices to show that pap iff p&i. Suppose, by way of contradiction, 
that pS,Ci but p8p. Then there exists y EP’ such that y8p, (1 - r) 8~. Since 
p@ and p8y, there exists an x E X such that y(x) < F(x). Choose y(x) < a < ,6(x) 
and let p E Ix be defined by 
P,(Y) = 1 - 4 y=x 
= 0, y # x. 
Then 1 - y > pz . Also p,& because otherwise we would have p(x) < 1 - 




p v p = ji v p. 
-- 
It is easy to see that p v p > ,G v p. On the hand, suppose that there exists an 
XEX and E>O with 
a = p v p(x) > [F(x) v r?(x)] + E* 
Suppose that p(x) < p(x) (the case p(x) < p(x) is similar). Since F(x) < a - E, 
there exists y ~1~ such that $5~ and 1 - y(x) < a - E. Also, from the 
1 - y(x) > ii(x) > F(x) > j(x) - E/2 f o 11 ows that there exists /\ E Ix, X3p and 
1 - A(x) < 1 - y(x) + 42 and thus A(x) > y(x) - e/2. Now, (X A y) a(~ v p) 
and h A y(x) > y(x) - 42 which implies that 
a = p v p(x) < 1 - x A y(x) < 1 - y(x) + 42 < a - E + E/2 = a - 42 
a contradiction. This contradiction proves (c). It is also easy to see that 0 = 0. 
This shows that the map TV + p ’ is a closure operator on P and therefore ~(6) 
is a fuzzy topology on X. 
(3.4) DEFINITION. Let (X, 6,) and (Y, 6,) be two fuzzy proximity spaces. A 
function f: X--f Y is said to be a proximity (or a proximally) continuous) 
mapping iff, for all p, p in I*, $+ implies f (p) S,f (p). If X = Y and the identity 
map is proximally continuous, then we say that 6, is finer than 6, and that 6, is 
coarser than 6, . 
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(3.5) THEOREM. Let (X, a,), (Y, 8,) be two fuzzy proximity spaces and 
f : X + Y a proximity mapping. Then f is continuous with respect to the corres- 
ponding fuzzy topologies ~(6,) and ~(6,). 
Proof. Let p E ~(6,). Since f is a proximity mapping, p8(1 - CL) implies that 
f-r(p) 8(1 - f-r(p)). Thus, for $(I - CL), we have 
11 -J %)I (4 3 1 -f-‘(p) (x) 
-__ 
1 - p(f (x)) 2 1 -f-‘(p) (x). 
Hence, 
1 -f-‘(p) (x) < inf (1 - p) (f(x)) = I - p (f(x) = (1 - p) (f(x)) 
Pv1-v) 
= 1 --f-l(p) (x). 
This proves that f -r(p) E ~(6,) and the Theorem is proved. 
The following Theorem gives an alternate description of a fuzzy proximity. 
(3.6) THEOREM. Let 6 be a fuzzy proximity on X and let Z denote the set of all 
functions p: Ix -+ Ix such that for each ,LL E Ix we have p8( 1 - p)(p)). Then Z has 
the following properties: 
(1) If vEZaandpEIX, thenp <p(p). 
(2) If v1 , pz are members of Z, then 9) = p1 A qua belongs to Z, where p 
is defined by P)(P) = do) * P)~cL). 
(3) If CJI is a mapping from Ix into Ix and iffor each p E Ix there exists p1 E Z 
such that cpl(,a) < v(p), then p E Z. 
(4) If v E Z and p, p E Ix are such that p(p) A p = 0, then there exists 
v1 E JT with 44 A CPLP) = 0. 
(5) If v E 2 and p, p E Ix are such that v(p) A p = 0, then there rpl E 2‘ 
with rp1(p) A p = 0. 
(6) pap #for each 9 E 2 we have p)(p) A p # 0. 
Conversely, if .Z is a family of functions from I* to Ix satisfying (l)-(5), then the 
binary relation 6 on Ix, which is de$ned by pap 28 r&L) A p # 0 for each q~ E Z, 
is a fuzzy proximity on X. 
Proof. (I) Let CJJ E 2, p E Ix and x E X. Since ~8( 1 - v(p)), we have 
p A (1 - p)(p)) = 0. Thus p(x) # 0 implies q&L) (x) = 1 and hence p(x) < 
dd w- 
(2) Let v1 , v2 E Z, p E Ix and q~ = v1 A ~a . Since 1 - P)(P) = [I - q+)] 
v [I - v&)] and since &l - p)&)), i = 1, 2, we have ,~a(1 - v(p)) and that 
proves that y E Z. 
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(3) Let q~ satisfy the hypothesis of (3) and let p E.Z~. By hypothesis, there 
exist v1 E ,E with v(p) 3 F&J). Since $(l - v&L)) and since 1 - v(p) < 
1 - vi(p), it follows that ~8(1 - q(p)) which proves that v E Z. 
(4) Let F E 2 and suppose that F(P) A p = 0. 
Case I. p = p. From the v(p) A p = 0 and from (1) follows that y = 
p = 0. Define yl: Ix -+ P by p)i(p) = 0 and vi(u) = I if p # u. Then y1 E Z 
and d4 * R(P) = 0. 
Case II. p + p. Since p < I - pj(p) and since ~8(1 - v(p)), we have 
&. There exists y1 E Ix with &Q , p8( 1 - ri). Also, there exists yZ E Ix such 
that $&, and ~8(1 - ya). Define q+(t() = y2 , q+(p) = y1 and pi(u) = 1 for each 
0 E Ix different from p and p. Then p1 E Z and vi(p) A pi(p) = y1 A ys = 0 
since y18yz . 
(5) It follows from (4) since p)i(p) > p for each v1 E Z. 
(6) Suppose that p8~. There exists y E Ix such that ~8( 1 - r), p8~. Define 
qJ:IX-+IXby~(~)=yand~(a)=I ifa#~.Thenp,~Zand&)Ap=O 
since ~8p. Conversely, suppose that for some y E Z we have q(p) A p = 0. Then 
p < 1 - p(p). Thus ~8p since d(l - p)(p). 
Conversely, suppose that Z is a family of functions from Ix into Ix satisfying 
(l)-(5) and define a binary relation 6 on Ix by pSp iff v(p) A p # 0 for each 93 in 
2. We will show that 6 is a fuzzy proximity on X. The (FPl), (FP3) and (FP5) 
follow directly from the definition of 6 and from the (1) and (5). Also, it is easy 
to see that if $kr or $a, then (CL v p) 6~. Conversely, suppose that p8u and p8u. 
There are v1 , qua ~Zsuchthat~,(u)~~=O,~~(u)~p=O.Letg,=~,~~s. 
Then v E Z and v(u) A (p v p) = 0 which implies that (CL v p) 8~. This proves 
(FP2). Finally, to prove (FP4), assume that p8~. By (4), there exists 9 E 2 such 
that v(p) A v(p) = 0. Hence the sets 
A = {x: cF(p) (2) # o>, B = Cx: P)(P) (4 f 01 
are disjoint. Let y = ,ve . Then y = 0 on A and hence v(p) A y = 0 which 
implies that ~6. Also q(p) A (1 - y) = 0 and hence p8( I - r). This completes 
the proof. 
We use now the preceding Theorem to show that a fuzzy uniformity on X 
induces a fuzzy proximity. 
(3.7) THEOREM. Let 9 be a fuzzy uniformity on X and let 2 = & be the 
family of all functions q~: Ix + Ix such that for each p E Ix there exists 01 E % with 
01(p) < p)(p). Then .Z has the properties (l)-(5) of the preceding Theorem. Thus 
& induces a fuzzy proximity 6 = SW on X defined by $3~ $f N(P) AP # 0 for all 
lxE42. 
Proof. (1) and (3) are obvious since ,J < U(P) for each OL E a’. To prove (2) 
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This shows that cp E 2‘. Since (5) follows from (4) and (I), it only remains to 
prove (4). So, let rp E Z and CL, p E Ix with v(p) A p = 0. Choose OL E Jlc with 
c&) < p;(p) and a symmetric 01~ E @ with ocrdolr < 01. We will show that 
&r(p) A &r(p) = 0 which will finish the proof since o(r E 2. Suppose, by way of 
contradiction, that, for some x in X, we have al(p) (x) # 0 and al(p) (2) ;/- 0. 
There are y, z in X such that p(y) # 0, ar(y, x) f 0, p(z) -/- 0, ~~(a, z) -= 
C&Y’, z) # 0. Thus 
E(Y, x) 2 4%(Y, 2) f 0 
and therefore a(p) (z) # 0 and hence v(p) A p 3 al(p) A p # 0 a contradiction. 
This completes the proof. 
(3.8) Remark. If % is a fuzzy uniformity, then 6 = Se can equivalently he 
defined by 
pSp iff 01(p) A m(p) # 0 for each a E %, or 
pSp iff 01 A (p x p) # 0 for each 01 E % where p x p is defined on X x 1y 
by P x P(X, Y> = minWh P(Y)). 
(3.9) T HEOREM. Let (X, %) and (Y, ,F) be fuzzy uniform spaces and f : X + Y 
a uniformly continuous function. Then f is proximally continuous with respect to the 
induced fuzzy proximities S4 and S,- . 
Proof. Let CL, ,o in Ix he such that p&p and let 01 E 9. Since f is uniformly 
continuous, the map 01~(x, y) = a(f (x), f (y)) is an element of @. Our hypothesis 
implies that N~(P> A p # 0 which in turn implies that a(f (p)) A f(p) r/: 0. This 
proves that f (CL) S,Ff (p) and the proof is complete. 
4. INITIAL FUZZY PROXIMITIES 
Let 6% , UueA he a family of fuzzy proximity spaces, X a set and for each 
01 E A let fb: X-t X, he a map. For p, p EIX, we define &I iff the following 
condition is satisfied: If ,LL = pr v ... v pLa and p = p1 v ... v plC (pi , pj E Ix), 
then there exist i, j such that for each o( E A we have fE(pLi) S,fa(pj). As the follow- 
ing Theorem shows, 6 is a fuzzy proximity on X and coincides with the coarcest 
proximity on X for which each fa is proximally continuous. 
(4.1) THEOREM. (a) The relation 6 d ji d b e ne a ove is the coarsest proximity on 
X for which each fu is a proximity mapping. 
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(b) Let (Y, 6,) be a fuzzy p roximity space and let f be a function from Y to 
X. Then f is a proximity mapping ;ff each h, = f, 0 f : Y - X, is proximally 
continuous. 
Proof. (a) It is easy to see that & implies pSp and ~SU for each 0 3 p. 
Hence @p or $0 implies pS(p v u). On the other hand, suppose that $p and 
$a. There are pi ,..., pLn , & ,..., t& , p1 ,..., pm , o1 ,..., uz such that 
p = p1 v .‘. v p., = p; v .‘. v p; , 
P = Pl v *.. v Pm 3 u = u1 v ..* v ui 
andforeachpair(i,j),l <;<n,l <j<m,(resp.l <;<h,l <j<Z)there 
exists an 01 with fu(pJ &f,(pJ (resp. fw(&) Sefw(uj)). It is clear that 
p == sup /Li A /J; and pvu=p,v *** v pm v cl1 v ... v uc. 
1s+sn 
1$3<k 
Letnowl <i<n,l <j<k,l <r<m++.Ifl <r<m,thenthereexists 
01 E A with f&J &(p,) and hence fa(pi A &) 8,Jp,). Similarly, if m + 1 < r < 
2 + m, there exists OL E A such that fa(pi A u:) F5afe(uT--ll). This proves that 
GYP v 4 
Since it is easily verified that (FP3) and (FP5) hold, it only remains to show 
(FP4). To this end, consider the set I/ of all pairs (p, p) such that $p and for 
every y E Ix we have either & or pS( 1 - y). We claim that V is empty. Assume 
the contrary. We first show that if (p, p) E I/, then f&) &f,(p) for each o[ E A. 
In fact, let y E lxa and X = f a’(Y). If TV%, then fu(p) S&(h) and hence f&L) Say 
since y > fa(A). Similarly, pS(1 - X) implies f,(p) S,(l - y). Since 6, is a fuzzy 
proximity on X, , it follows thatj&) S&(P). Next we see that for every (p, p) E V 
there exist positive integers k, m and p1 ,..., pk , pi ,..., pm such that p = pi v ... 
vpk,p =px v ... v pm and for each pair (i,j), 1 < i < k, 1 <j < m, there is 
an 01 with fa(A %f,(pA. L e 1z = k + m. Let us call such an n an integer cor- t 
responding to (cl, p). Of course 11 is not uniquely determined by (CL, p) and as we 
have shown n > 2. Let K be the set of all integers corresponding to members of 
V and let n be the smallest member of K. Choose a (p, p) E V whose one of the 
corresponding integers is n. We also choose pi ,..., pk, p1 ,..., pm in Ix such that 
k+m=n,j~=p~v...vp~,p=p~v... vpm. and for each pair (i, j) there exists an 
(Y with f&J &f,(pj). One of the k, m is greater than 1. Suppose, for example, 
that R > 1 and let u = p1 v ... v pFLlc-r . One of the following should be true: 
(A) For every y E Ix, either uSy or pS(1 - y) 
(B) For every y E Ix, either &$ or pS( 1 - y). 
To prove this, suppose that neither(A) nor (B) holds. Then there exist yr , yZ E I* 
such that a%, , /.+&a , p8( 1 - rr), pS(l - ya). Letting y = y1 A ya , we have 
y@ and pS(1 - 7) which contradicts our assumption that (CL, p) is in V. 
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Suppose, for example, that (A) holds. Since o G< p and @&J, we have &p, 
It follows that (u, p) E V. Hence (k - 1) + m = 11 - 1 belongs to K which 
contradicts our choke of it. This contradiction proves that 6 is a fuzzp proximity 
on X. 
It is clear that, with respect to 6, eachf, is proximally continuous. Let 6’ be 
another fuzzy proximity on X with respect to which each fM is a proximity 
mapping. We will show that 6’ is finer than d. In fact, suppose that p8’~ and that 
p = p1 v “. v pn ) p = p1 v .” v p,,,t . There are i, j such that &3’pj. Since 
each f& is proximally continuous with respect to a’, it follows that f&) 6,f,(pj) 
for each N. This proves that ,&,a and the proof of (a) is complete. 
(b) Let (Y, 6,) be a fuzzy proximity space and f: (Y, 6,) + (X, 6). It is clear 
that if f is a proximity mapping, then each h, = fm 0 f is a proximity mapping. 
Conversely, suppose that each h, is proximally continuous and suppose that 
&p. Suppose that f (p) = p-11 v ... v pR , f (p) = p1 v ... v pk. 
Let 
and 
PO == f -Y/-4 v ... v f -‘(run> 2 p 
po = f -‘(PI) v .’ v f -‘(pJ 2 p. 
Since p&p, we have ~,,8rp0 . Hence there exist i, j such that f -l(pJ 6,f-l(p,). 
Since 
hdf-Y&N <f&i) and h&(f -YPi>) axf,(PdY 
our hypothesis implies that f&J 6,f,(pj) for each (Y E A. This proves that 
f(p) 6f(p) and the Theorem is proved. 
5. SUBSPACES AND PRODUCTS OF FUZZY PROXIMITY SPACES 
(5.1) DEFINITION. Let (X, 8) b e a fuzzy proximity space and Y C X. The 
fuzzy proximity induced by 6 on Y (or the subspace proximity) is the coarsest 
fuzzy proximity 8r on Y with respect to which the inclusion map from Y into X 
is proximally continuous. 
We omit the proof of the following easily established Theorem. 
(5.2) THEOREM. Let (X, 6) be a fuzzy proximity space, Y C X and p, p E P’. 
The following are equivalent: 
(a) CL&P 
(b) PUX~PX 3 where for 0 EI*, ox is defined on X by 
f?&) = 0, z$Y 
= +4, z E Y. 
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(c) For all p1 , p1 E Ix whose restrictions to Y are the p, p, respectively, we 
have PEPPY + 
(5.3) DEFINITION. Let (X, , S,),,, be a family of fuzzy proximity spaces and 
x = I-LA X, . The product fuzzy proximity on X is defined to be the coarsest 
fuzzy proximity S on X with respect to which each projection map pa: X + X, 
proximally continuous. 
In view of Theorem (4.1), the product fuzzy proximity S on X exists. Also, 
it is easy to see that T(S) is finer than the product of the fuzzy topologies ~(6,). 
6. FUZZY PROXIMITY INDUCED BY A PROXIMITY 
Let S be a proximity on X. We define a binary relation S, = i(S) on Ix as 
follows: 
For t,~, p E Ix, &p iff there are subsets A, B of X such that p < xA , p < xs 
and ASB. 
(6.1) THEOREM. Let (X, 6) be a proximity space. Then i(S) is a fuzzy proximity 
on X. 
Proof. The proof is quite straightforward and we omit it. 
(6.2) THEOREM. Let (X, S,,) be afuzzy proximity space and consider the follow- 
ing statements: 
(1) There exists a proximity relation S on X such that 6, = i(S). 
(2) If ,uSOp, there are subsets A, B of X such that p < xa , p < xB and 
XA$XB . 
(3) The relation ASB zjf xaSoxe is a proximity on X. 
Then, (1) and (2) are equivalent and they imply (3). 
Proof. It is clear that (1) implies (2). 
(2 3 3). Since the other axioms are easily verified, it suffices to show that S 
satisfies (P4). So, assume that A, B are two subsets of X such that ASB. Since 
x&,x8 , there exists y ~1~ such that X$&Y and x&,(1 - r). By (2), there are 
subsets E, F, G, L of X such that x A’. < x E,Y<XF,XB<xXC, I---Y<xL, 
x8&,xF , x&,x~ . From the y < xF and 1 - y < X~ follows that X -F C L. 
NOW, since XE%XF and xA < xE , we have xASOxF and hence ASF. Also, X~$XJ , 
xB , xc and X - PC L imply that < 
XBW - XF) and hence B8(X - F). 
This shows that S satisfies (P4). 
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(2 * I). Define the binary relation 6 on the power set of X by A6B 
iff ,&,xB . As we have shown, 6 is a proximity on X. We will finish the proof by 
showing that 6, = i(6). To this end, suppose first that &,op. By (2), there are 
subsets A, B of X, p < xa , p < xB and xa$xe . Thus &p implies that there 
are subsets A, B of X, p < xa , p < xB and ASB which proves that $(8)p. 
Conversely, assume that @)p. By the definition of i(6), there are subsets A, B 
of X such that p < xa , p < xe and A8B and hence xA8,,xB . Thus, if $(8)p, 
we have &p since p < xA , p < xB and ,Q$,xB . This shows that 6, = i(6) 
and the proof is complete. 
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